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a b s t r a c t

To process real-time wavefront signal in our liquid crystal adaptive optics system (LCAOS), a real-time
wavefront processor (RTWP) with graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerator is developed. A series of
parallel acceleration algorithm is implemented to reconstruct wavefront, compute gray map and process
lookup table (LUT). Especially, an algorithm by using symmetry of Zernike polynomial is designed to
compute gray map and it provides a speedup of 3.16. Finally, the total computing time in our RTWP is
109 μs and temporal bandwidth in our LCAOS is 45 Hz; it is shown that our RTWP has the ability to real
time process wavefront signal in our LCAOS.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Adaptive optics (AO) technology is widely used in large
aperture telescopes for optical astronomy. In recent years, liquid
crystal spatial wavefront correctors (LCWFC) have become increas-
ingly attractive as wavefront correctors in AO systems [1–7].
LCWFC has been investigated previously with promising results
because of its many merits such as its high density of pixels, low
cost, programmability, good repeatability, low power consump-
tion, light weight, and so on. In the AO system, a real-time
wavefront processor (RTWP) is used to detect the wavefront
sensor (WFS) signals and compute the driving voltage signals that
are to be sent to the corrector. This requires that all computing
tasks to be completed within one frame. Previous systems have
typically been using digital signal processors (DSP) and field
programmable gate arrays (FPGA). However, an LCWFC has a large
number of pixels so that wavefront reconstruction and gray map
that is to be sent to the LCWFC would require a relatively high
number of DSPs or FPGAs and extensive development time.
Therefore, it will be unsuitable and costly for the liquid crystal
adaptive optics system.

In recent years, graphics processing unit (GPU) has been used
in extremely large telescope (ELT) AO systems with thousands of
deformable mirror actuators [8]. The Palm-3000 AO system on the
5-m Hale telescope uses a 64�64 Shack–Hartmann WFS and a

deformable mirror (DM) with about 3600 active elements, and is
specified to have a maximum frame rate of 2 kHz [9]. For real-time
wavefront processing, this system uses 16 Geforce 8800 GTX GPU,
which obtains a computing latency of 205 μs. The Durham real-
time controller (DARC) was initially developed to be used with the
CANARY on-sky multi-object AO (MOAO) technology demonstra-
tor [10]. It was tested that the performance of the DARC matched a
wide range of proposed ELT AO systems by using GPU. Our liquid
crystal AO system (LCAOS) on a 1.2 m telescope uses a 10�10
Shack–Hartmann WFS and a LCWFC with 65536 pixels, and is
specified to have a maximum frame rate of 1400 Hz. Its computa-
tional requirement is about 13 million multiply–add operations in
a frame. By contrast, the computational requirement of the Palm-
3000 AO system is about 29 million multiply–add operations in a
frame. In order to process wavefront in real time, our LCAOS also
uses GPU acceleration.

The current wavefront processor based on GPU, such as the
DARC, is a highly configurable AO control platform designed for
the wavefront processing of current and as-yet-unknown AO
systems. But it is suitable to control DM rather than to control
the LCWFC. Moreover, our reconstruction and the control algo-
rithm are different from the current AO system. Then the current
wavefront processors based on GPU cannot be directly applied to
our LCAOS.

Therefore, in this paper we report a modern real-time wave-
front processor using GPU which would be used on our LCAOS. Our
wavefront processing acceleration is programmed with the Com-
pute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) to reconstruct wavefront
and compute gray map that are to be sent to the LCWFC in real
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time [11]. Section 2 presents an overview for the transfer function
of our LCAOS. Section 3 presents an overview for the wavefront
processing. In Section 4 we designed a parallel computing method
for our computing algorithm, which is based on GPU to obtain the
optimum performance. Finally, the results and conclusions are
presented in Sections 5 and 6.

2. System transfer function overview

Our RTWP requirements are determined by the frame rate of
the WFS, the number of Zernike modes and pixels on the LCWFC.
The WFS’s type is a Shack Hartmann and its CCD is the Andor
DU860 CCD with a sub-aperture number of 100, an effective pixel
number of 40�40 and a frame rate of about 1400 Hz. The first 209
Zernike polynomials on behalf of modal wavefront are used. The
LCWFC is the BNS (Boulder Nonlinear Systems Corporation)
PFP256 parallelly aligned liquid crystal spatial light modulator
with 256�256 pixels, 90 μs data receiving time and approxi-
mately 714 μs voltage hold time of the digital analog converters
(DACs) in order to match the frame rate of the WFS.

The phase transition of the LCWFC is approximated as

φðtÞ ¼ φ0þðφ1�φ0Þð1�e� t=τdecay Þ ð1Þ
where φ0 is the initial phase, φ1 is the target phase and τdecay is the
decay time. Fig. 1 shows the phase transition (the wavelength
λ¼785 nm) of our LCWFC as a function of the time when the
maximum voltage 5 v was released instantaneously at 0 ms. The
blue cross points are the experimental phase transition values and
the green solid lines are the theoretical fitted curve given by Eq.
(1) when τdecay¼1 ms. It is obvious that the theoretical fitted curve
coincides with the experimental phase transition values. As shown
in Fig. 1, the decay time τdecay of the LCWFC is equal to 1 ms.

Fig. 2 gives a block-diagram representation of our open loop
control algorithm. As shown, the uncompensated wavefront is
denoted by φtur. The correctionwavefront by the LCWFC is denoted
by φcorr. φres is the residual wavefront after correction, so that

φres ¼ φtur�φcorr ð2Þ
The main temporal characteristic of the WFS is the integration
time T of the detector, so its transfer function is WFSðsÞ ¼ 1�e� Ts

Ts ,
where T ¼ 714 μs. The main temporal characteristic of the RTWP is
a pure time delay and a controller. In our open loop, the controller

contains only the proportional gain, so the transfer function of the
RTWP is RTWPðsÞ ¼ Kpe�ðτro þ τwp þ τdsÞs, where Kp ¼ 1 is the propor-
tional gain, τro ¼ 714 μs is the read out time, τds ¼ 90 μs is the time
for data sending to the DACs and τwp is the wavefront processing
time. In order to timely process each frame wavefront signals, the
wavefront processing time τwp cannot exceed the integration time
714 μs of the WFS. The DACs hold the control voltages of the
LCWFC until the next voltages are available from the RTWP. The
transfer function of the DACs called a zero-order holder is
DACðsÞ ¼ 1�e� Ts

Ts . Because the DACs are synchronized by the WFS,
the time for voltage holding is the same as integration time of the
WFS. The LCWFC temporal behavior is given by Eq. (1) and its
transfer function is 1

1þ τdecays
. Finally, the residual error transfer

function, denoted by εðsÞ is

εðsÞ ¼ φresðsÞ
φturðsÞ

¼ 1�Kpð1�e�TsÞ2e�ðτro þ τwp þ τdsÞs

T2s2ð1þτdecaysÞ
ð3Þ

Once the wavefront processing time τwp is determined, we can
simulate the temporal bandwidth f �3dB for our LCAOS according
to the residual error transfer function. Fig. 3 shows the simulated
temporal bandwidth of our LCAOS as a function of the wavefront
processing time. As shown, the wavefront processing time is as
short as possible in order to improve the temporal bandwidth of
our LCAOS.

3. Wavefront processing overview

In the most recent AO systems, wavefront construction is a
standard matrix–vector multiplication (MVM). The matrix in the
MVM is the pseudo-inverse of the response matrix. The response
matrix is generated by measuring the vector of WFS outputs
produced by driving each single actuator of the deformable mirror.
In our LCAOS, the response of any one pixel on the LCWFC cannot
be observed by the WFS because the size of a pixel on the LCWFC
is too small for a microlen on the WFS. Therefore the current
wavefront reconstruction method is not suitable for our LCAOS.

A Zernike mode wavefront produced by the LCWFC can be
observed by the WFS so we can first reconstruct the Zernike
coefficients by the slopes on the WFS, and then compute the gray
map by the Zernike coefficients. The process can be described by
two MVM. The matrix of first MVM is called the reconstruction
matrix, which is the pseudo-inverse of the response matrix. The
response matrix in our LCAOS is generated by measuring the
vector of WFS outputs produced by driving each Zernike mode
wavefront on the LCWFC. The matrix of second MVM is called the
Zernike matrix, which is calculated directly through Zernike
polynomials.

The real-time processing of our LCAOS is shown in Fig. 4. The
high speed camera sends the 100�4�4 pixel raw sub-aperture
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Fig. 1. Phase transition of our LCWFC as a function of the time when the maximum
voltage 5 v was released instantaneously at 0 ms.

Fig. 2. Block diagram representation of our open loop control algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Simulated temporal bandwidth of our LCAOS as a function of the wavefront
processing time.
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images to the processor system. The computing slopes step
determines the slopes from centroids shifts in the x and y
directions of each sub-aperture, as compared to the reference
centroids. The wavefront reconstruction step consists of a
209�200 reconstruction matrix, which is multiplied with the x
and y slopes. The Zernike coefficient c is given as modal wavefront.
The computing gray map step consists of 65536�209 Zernike
matrix, which is multiplied with the Zernike coefficient. The gray
map has been computed and is then sent to the DACs after
applying look up table (LUT) processing.

The main tasks for our RTWP are the WFS’s acquisition,
wavefront processing and sending data to the LCWFC. In order to
reduce context switching and mutexes, these main tasks should be
assigned to a thread. But other tasks cannot be assigned to the
acquisition thread while the WFS’s CCD starts continuous acquisi-
tion. So the acquisition task monopolized a thread, and wavefront
processing and sending data to the LCWFC occupied another
thread. As shown in Fig. 5, thread 1 was responsible for the WFS’s
acquisition task; thread 2 was responsible for processing wave-
front signal (including slopes calculation, wavefront reconstruc-
tion, computing gray map and data write back to the host) and
sending data to the DACs. Except the essential main tasks, some
necessary subtasks, such as parameter control, configuration and
sharing of the real-time system information and diagnostic
streams, also were assigned to different threads.

In our RTWP, a GPU card with GeForce GTX 590 from NVIDIA
Corporation is used to construct wavefront and calculate the gray
map so as to acquire powerful processing ability. Its technical
specifications include two GPUs, each GPU has 16 multiprocessors
and each multiprocessors has 32 stream processors with clock of
1215 MHz, so GTX 590 has 1024 stream processors, and a peak
theoretical computing power is 2488.3GFLOPS; the memory clock
is 1707 MHz and each GPU memory interface width is 384 bit, so
peak theoretical memory bandwidth is 327.7 GB/s. In our wave-
front processing, the performance is limited by GPU memory
bandwidth rather than computing power, since memory data is
read only once rather than repeatedly. Therefore, our work focuses
on how to improve GPU memory bandwidth.

Before CUDA was released, general purpose GPU programming
used graphics development kit. This requires programmers to

package the data into a texture, the computing tasks mapped to
the texture rendering process and use assembler or high-level
shader programming language, such as GLSL, Cg, and HLSL.
Programmers not only need to achieve the parallel algorithms,
but also need to understand graphics programming. After CUDA
was released, programmer can achieve parallel algorithms through
C-like language without the need for any graphics programming.
In CUDA, each stream processor can execute the same instruction
on different data making it similar to a Single Instruction Multiple
Thread (SIMT) processor. When a GPU program named as kernel
can be executed by multiple equally-sharp blocks, and a block may
contain up to 1024 threads, the total number of threads is equal to
the number of threads per block times the number of blocks. Each
block is a set of threads that can cooperate with one another by
sharing data though some shared memory, but two threads from
two different blocks cannot share data.

Kernel call on the GPU is a relatively expensive operation so the
GPU is not suitable for small amount of calculation, such as the
slopes calculation. We measured the time to call an empty kernel
on the GTX 590 and the overhead of the kernel call is 10 μs.
In contrast the slopes calculation on the CPU takes only 6 μs.
Therefore it is necessary to assign slopes calculation task to the
CPU. Since the number of Zernike model is 209 and the LCWFC has
256�256 pixels, the calculation of wavefront reconstruction and
the gray map on the CPU requires a longer time. Therefore, to
overcome the computation time problem, the wavefront recon-
struct task and computing the gray map task are assigned to the
GPU. The algorithmwhich can be executed on the GPU is described
in the following sections.

4. Parallel computing algorithm with GPU

4.1. Wavefront reconstruction

Wavefront reconstruction is used to calculate 209 Zernike
coefficients by a MVM operation. Only the threads in the same
block can share data, so a Zernike coefficient must be calculated in
the same block. Therefore the kernel for wavefront reconstruction
is assigned 209 blocks and each block is assigned 200 multiply–
add operation tasks. In order to execute the multiply–add opera-
tions on each block, the Mark Harris’ method of parallel reduction
is used [12].

Another method is to use a standard CUDA basic linear algebra
subroutines (CUBLAS) library by NVIDIA Corporation. CUBLAS is a
GPU-accelerated version of the complete standard basic linear
algebra subroutines (BLAS) library, its cublasSgemv function per-
form single precision float point matrix–vector multiplication.

We use two different methods to measure the wavefront
reconstruction on GTX 590. As shown in Table 1, the CUBLAS
method delay is 22 μs, while the reduction method delay is 27 μs.
Both methods are very low computing power for the GTX 590. This
is because the amount of the wavefront reconstruction is too
small, so that the computing power of the GTX 590 cannot be fully
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Fig. 4. Real-time processing for our LCAOS.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of thread allocation for the main tasks.
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utilized. Nevertheless, the two methods meet our requirements.
By contrast the CUBLAS method provides a speedup of 1.22, and is
selected for our RTWP.

4.2. Computing gray map

Computing gray map is used to calculate 65536 gray values on
the LCWFC. The MVM operation used for computing gray map is
the computational bottleneck. The performance for computing
gray map is limited by GPU memory bandwidth rather than
computing power. The CUBLAS can reach about 83.6% of peak
theoretical performance. Correspondingly we are able to reach
about 85.1% of peak theoretical performance by the Vasily Volkov’s
optimization method: more registers in each thread [13] and
unrolling parallel loops [14].

It is difficult to further improve performance for the standard
MVM. But in the gray map calculation, if the Zernike matrix can be
effectively simplified, we can reduce the data transmission time
and obtain a lower computing latency.

The Zernike matrix consists of 209 Zernike map column vector,
in other words, a vector consists of the driving voltage of
256�256 LCWFC in a unit corresponding Zernike polynomial.
The Zernike polynomials are a set of functions that are orthogonal
over the unit circle [15–17]. That is defined as

Ziðr; θÞ ¼
Nm

n R
jmj
n ðrÞ cos ðmθÞ; mZ0

�Nm
n R

jmj
n ðrÞ sin ðmθÞ; mo0

(
ð4Þ

where

Rjmj
n ðrÞ ¼ ∑

ðn�jmjÞ=2

s ¼ 0

ð�1Þsðn�sÞ!
s!½ðnþjmjÞ=2�s�!½ðn�jmjÞ=2�s�!r

n�2s ð5Þ

where 0rrr1, Nm
n is the normalization factor and 0rθr2π; n is

non-negative integer and m varies from –n to n with a step of 2;
and i is ith Zernike polynomial.

In order to analyze the symmetry of the Zernike polynomial,
we suppose that there is a point P1ðρ; θÞ 0oρo1; 0o θoπ=2.
The points P2ðρ; π�θÞ, P3ðρ; πþθÞ, P4ðρ; 2π�θÞ are the symme-
trical points of P1ðρ; θÞ. The values of the Zernike polynomial at the
symmetrical points can then be obtained by adding a negative sign
or not to the value of the Zernike polynomial at P1. Here, the
symmetrical relation is classified by the parameter m as shown in
Table 2.

To make it easy to understand the symmetrical relation of
Zernike polynomial clearly, the symmetrical points are extended
to the symmetrical regions. As shown in Fig. 6, relationship
between the symmetrical regions is classified by parameter m.
Only the first quadrant colored gray in each circle of Fig. 6 is the

region that is actually computed. The values of the Zernike
polynomial in the other regions are obtained by flipping the value
of that in the first quadrant. For example, in Fig. 6(a), the first
quadrant labeled S1 are the regions to be computed by the
definition of the Zernike polynomial. The values of the Zernike
polynomial in the other regions are obtained by flipping the value
of the Zernike polynomial in the gray regions with respect to the
y-axis and the x-axis. If there is a minus sign, the values will be
multiplied by �1 after they are flipped.

In summary, once a quadrant of the Zernike polynomial is
computed, the remaining regions of the unit circle can be simply
obtained by flipping them. According to this conclusion, a com-
plete Zernike map for the LCWFC can be obtained by flipping the
first quadrant Zernike map and some examples are shown in
Fig. 7. It is obvious that the Zernike map can be simplified to a
quarter as shown in Fig. 7. The Zernike matrix is composed of 209
Zernike maps, so it can be effectively simplified to a quarter.

In conventional methods, the complete Zernike matrix and the
Zernike coefficient vectors are read to GPU, and then the MVM
operation is executed in GPU. In our Zernike symmetry method,
first the simplified Zernike matrix and the Zernike coefficient
vector are read to GPU; then the complete Zernike matrix is
restored by flipping the simplified Zernike matrix in GPU; finally,
the MVM operation is executed in GPU. The size of the complete
Zernike matrix is 54.8 MB, and then the size of the simplified
Zernike matrix is reduced to 13.7 MB. Because the computational
bottleneck is the read bandwidth from GPU memory to GPU, the
computational time can be reduced to 1/4 by using our Zernike
symmetry method in theory. In fact, the actual result cannot reach

Table 1
Results of wavefront reconstruction for different methods.

Reduction method CUBLAS library

Computing latency 27 μs 22 μs
Computing power 3.1 GFLOPS 3.8 GFLOPS

Table 2
Relationship between the symmetrical points.

Symmetrical point Value at symmetric point mZ0 mo0

m is odd m is even m is odd m is even

P1 Zi (r, θ) Zi(r, θ) Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ)
P2 Zi (r, π�θ) �Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ) �Zi (r, θ)
P3 Zi (r, πþθ) �Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ) �Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ)
P4 Zi (r, 2π�θ) Zi (r, θ) Zi (r, θ) �Zi (r, θ) �Zi (r, θ)
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the symmetrical regions, (a) mZ0 and m is odd, (b)
mZ0 and m is even, (c) mo0 and m is odd, (d) mo0 and m is even.
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the theoretically expectation, because transmission speed is not
fixed: the smaller the amount of data, the slower transmission
speed. Anyway, our Zernike symmetry method can effectively
reduce the computing latency and improve performance. The
results of computing gray map for different methods are shown
in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the computing latency is reduced from
196 μs to 62 μs and our Zernike symmetry method provide a
speedup of 3.16, although the effective read memory bandwidth
is reduced from 279 GB/s to 221 GB/s.

By the way, as another common modal functions in AO,
Karhunen–Loève (K–L) functions can replace Zernike polynomials
for our wavefront processing algorithm[18]. Because K–L functions
and Zernike polynomials have the same symmetry, our symmetry
method on GPU also can be used while we used K-L functions as
our wavefront processing algorithm.

4.3. Processing with LUT

The computed gray map is further processed by look-up
table (LUT) before sending to the LCWFC. To save time, the LUT
is also conducted in the GPU. The texture cache in CUDA is
optimized for LUT correction, so that we read the LUT through
texture cache. The LUT processing does not take up more time,
because its time is hidden in data transmission for computing gray
map. Finally, there is an additional latency for computing gray map
as data needs to be written-back from GPU memory to the host
pinned memory. The pinned memory is stored in the physical
memory, which enables a direct memory access (DMA) on the GPU
to request transfers to the host memory without the involvement
to the CPU.

4.4. Combining MVM

Wavefront reconstruction and computing gray map are both
MVM. In mathematics, they can be combined into a MVM and the
size of the combined matrix is 65536�200. The combined MVM
does not have symmetry, so its computing latency is measured to
be 190 μs. By contrast, the computing latency of wavefront
reconstruction and computing gray map are only 22 μs and
62 μs. Therefore the combined MVM cannot provide a lower
computing latency in our LCAOS.

5. Results

Our RTWP consisted of an Intel Xeon x5687 4-core CPU clocked
at 3.60 GHz and a GeForce GTX 590 GPU card. We used CUDA
4.2 release for implementing on the GPU card. A real-time Linux
kernel (with the RT-preempt patch, 2.6.29.6-rt24, available from
CentOS archives) was used. The performance of our RTWP was
assessed by using the Linux real-time clock to measure computing
time. Fig. 8. shows the processing timing line on our RTWP. As
shown, the total wavefront processing time was measured to be
109 μs. The wavefront processing jitter of 5 μs rms was measured,
averaged over 1 million consecutive frames.

Fig. 7. Four types of Zernike maps obtained by flipping the Zernike map on the first
quadrant. (a) mode 1 and m¼�1 (mo0 and m is odd), (b) mode 2 and m¼1
(m40 and m is odd), (c) mode 3 and m¼�2 (mo0 and m is even), (d) mode 5 and
m¼2(m40 and m is even).

Table 3
Results of computing gray map for different methods.

CUBLAS
library

Our original
method

Our Zernike symmetry
method

Computing latency 200 μs 196 μs 62 μs
Computing power 137 GFLOPS 140 GFLOPS 442 GFLOPS
Read memory size 54.8 MB 54.8 MB 13.7 MB
Read memory

bandwidth
274 GB/s 279 GB/s 221 GB/s

Read bandwidth
percentage

83.6% 85.1% 67.4%

Integration(714μ s)

Readout (714μ s)

Calculate slopes and construct wavefront(6μ s+22μ s)

Compute gray map and write back(62μ s+19μ s)

Send data to DACs(90μ s)

DACs voltage hold (714μ s)

Fig. 8. Latency of the total computing process.
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A common Linux kernel (2.6.29.6) was also used. It provides a
nearly identical performance: the wavefront processing time of
109 μs and the wavefront processing jitter of 6 μs rms. Therefore, a
real-time Linux kernel is not necessary in our LCAOS.

Once the wavefront processing time is determined, the magni-
tude of the residual error transfer function εðsÞ can be simulated,
which is shown in Fig. 9. As shown, the temporal bandwidth f �3 dB
of our LCAOS can be up to 45 Hz.

6. Conclusions

According to our previous study, the residual wavefront error is
mainly caused by temporal error [19]. The system temporal error
can be calculated by

stemp
2 ¼ f G

f �3 dB

� �5=3

ð6Þ

where f G is the Greenwood frequency, and f �3 dB is the temporal
bandwidth of our LCAOS. In our astronomical observation area, the
Greenwood frequency f G is usually around 45 Hz. The temporal
bandwidth f �3 dB of our LCAOS is 45 Hz, so that the temporal error
is calculated to be 1 rad2 by Eq. (6). In order to improve the
temporal bandwidth, we need to improve the response speed of
the liquid crystal material to reduce decay time τdecay and choose a
higher frequency of the detector to reduce integration time T of
the WFS.

In summary, we present a cost-effective scalable real-time
wavefront processor. We have described some algorithms for
wavefront reconstruction, computing gray map and LUT process
based on GPU. Especially, the algorithm by using symmetry of

Zernike polynomial can effectively reduce the calculation latency
of gray map to less than half and provide a speedup of 3.16. Finally,
the wavefront processing time can be achieved in 109 μs. Corre-
spondingly, the system temporal bandwidth can be up to 45 Hz.

The hardware architecture of our RTWP is based on commercial
off-the-shelf CPU and GPU. It can easily get a performance upgrade
through the replacement of hardware at a low cost in future. The
compiled program can be easily ported to upgrade hardware. With
higher performance and additional GPUs, we expect that the
architecture will easily support our next generation LCAOS at
higher rates and lower latency.
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